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Omi blamed: “How old is it?”

“Fly on me!”

Then, he stretched out his hand to squeeze Lin Xiaoyao’s white face, and said,
“I’m thin again, hurry up and eat more. It’s comfortable to squeeze like that.”

Lin Xiaoyao pursed her mouth immediately, turned her head and said, “Mom!
Listen, brother said that again!”

Dai Weixue walked over from a distance and said, “Xiao Fan, why don’t you tell
me earlier if you want to come back? I haven’t bought any vegetables yet, haven’t
I?”

Omi’s family has a habit, as long as Omi and Lin Xiaoyao return home from
school or other places, they will prepare a large table of sumptuous dishes to
comfort them.

Omi naturally knew this habit, and said with a smile: “I’m not picky eaters, just
eat anything.”

“There seems to be some meat in the refrigerator.” Dai Weixue said.

“Wow!”

The lampblack rose, a scent only found in the house, and quickly permeated the
whole house.

Not long after, shredded pork with green pepper, dried pork, lean mushroom
soup, fried beef with green onion, scrambled eggs with tomatoes, etc., a very
common dish was put on the table.

At this time, Lin Tao also came back.

He turned on the TV casually, picked up the bowls and chopsticks, and said, “Xiao
Fan, you should be on summer vacation, right?”

“Yes.” Omi said.
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While talking, he took a large chopsticks dish and put it in his mouth, enjoying it
very much.

“Haw, haw!”

When he was in Jiangbei, Omi was extremely luxurious with abalone and lobster
almost every day.

However, in his eyes, no matter how luxurious the dishes are, they will never be
as warm and fragrant as the dishes made by his mother.

Dai Weixue said: “Eat slowly, don’t choke.”

Omi said, “No way, your dishes are so delicious.”

Dai Weixue smiled and said, “You kid, when you went to college, your mouth
became so sweet.”

“I’m telling the truth.” Omi said.

“How about the final exam? Didn’t you pass the exam?” Lin Tao asked.

In the eyes of parents, daughters are always children.

As for the children who are still studying, as long as it is small talk, exams… are
almost never a topic.

Even though, Omi had already shown a very good side.

Omi said, “Oh, I forgot to tell you last time, I am no longer a student of Jiangbei
University…”

Lin Tao and Dai Weixue couldn’t help but looked up one after another.

Omi cleared his throat and said, “I am now a professor at Jiangbei University, so I
don’t need to take an exam.”

“professor?!”

“Really?”

The voices of Lin Tao and Dai Weixue were all a little high.

In their hearts…

Professors are definitely high-ranking intellectuals.

Even if you want to see each other, it is very rare.



Omi nodded and said, “Yes.”

At this time, news reports sounded on the TV.

“Congratulations to Professor Omi of Jiangbei University, who will receive the
Nobel Prize in Physics, Nobel Prize in Chemistry, Nobel Prize in Medicine and
Nobel Peace Prize…”

Lin Tao opened his mouth and said with a trembling voice, “The inside of this…”

Omi nodded and said, “I’m just what the news said, Omi, who won the Nobel
Prize.”

quiet!

The whole living room was suddenly silent!

Even though Lin Tao and Dai Weixue only went to junior high school before, they
also heard of the Nobel Prize.

That is the highest academic certificate in the world!

As a result, his son won four directly!

In fact…

This news has been broadcast many times not long ago.

At that time, they also said that the man who won the Nobel Prize had the same
name as his son.

However, Lin Tao and Dai Weixue did not think about their son.

After all, his son is just a student of Jiangbei University.

In addition, they also feel that their son should not be able to get that kind of
award.

As a result, it really is!

How can this not surprise them?

Lin Xiaoyao was the first to react and shouted: “f*ck, awesome!”

If it was before, Lin Xiaoyao would have to be reprimanded for speaking out this
kind of classic national curse.

But today, Dai Weixue and Lin Tao have no such thoughts.



“Xiao Fan, why have you won so many Nobel Prizes?” Dai Weixue said in a
somewhat untrue way.

Omi said, “I invented some things, and then I got them somehow.”

Inexplicably won the Nobel Prize?

If this is heard by some big cows, I don’t know how it feels.

This meal slowly came to an end in the shock of Omi enjoying the food and Lin
Tao and Dai Weixue.

After eating and drinking, Omi sat on the sofa and drank spiritual tea, very
comfortable.

Lin Xiaoyao, on the other hand, was holding a tablet and watching the drama
seriously for half an hour or an hour, and never changed her posture.

Omi couldn’t help wondering: “What drama are you watching? So fascinated?”

As he spoke, he also moved his head over.

I saw…

Many people inside were wearing green clothes, running or fighting, very
intense.

Lin Xiaoyao said: “Squid game! It’s very popular recently, a very nice TV series!”

In fact, this is why Lin Xiaoyao didn’t know that Omi won the Nobel Prize.

In the past few days, she has been completely immersed in the TV series “Squid
Game”, unable to extricate herself.

As a result, I didn’t pay attention to any news at all~~ Omi said: “Are the Bangzi
Country TV series so good?”

“I don’t like Bangzi Country either, but this drama is really good!” Lin Xiaoyao
said, “There are various levels in it, which are very brain-burning and exciting!”

“I heard that Jiangbei has already killed the Squid game script! Completely
restore the scenes in the TV series!”

When Lin Xiaoyao said this, a pair of eyes flickered faintly.

Obviously, she was very interested in it.



Then, Lin Xiaoyao seemed to have thought of something and said, “Brother, I was
admitted to Jiangbei University!”

Omi said happily: “Really? Not bad, not bad!”

After all, Jiangbei University is the best university in Jiang Province, and it is also
one of the top ten key universities in the country.

Although, with Omi’s current strength, diplomas or something, it doesn’t matter
at all.

However, it is a good thing for my younger sister to be admitted and experience
the good atmosphere of Jiangbei University.

Lin Xiaoyao blinked her big eyes and said, “Brother, do you remember the last
time you said that if I take the exam for Jiangbei University, you promised me
one thing?”

Omi said, “What do you want to do?”

Lin Xiaoyao grinned and said, “Brother, I want to play the squid game!”

Omi couldn’t help but stunned.

This is not, how difficult it is to play the squid game.

After all, Lin Xiaoyao just said that Jiangbei has such a script to kill.

The reason why he was stunned was that a clear voice rang in his mind.

【Ding! Trigger the task. A large-scale “Squid Game” event with more than 500
people was held, and it was praised by more than 80% of the participants.
Reward 5 golden red envelopes. 】

After a while, Omi came back to his senses and said with a smile: “Don’t worry,
brother will take you to play the most fun squid game in the world.”

(

The next day.

When Omi got up from the bed, the sun had already hung above the treetops,
bursting out incomparably splendid rays of light.

Although, the bed at home is not as soft, spacious and luxurious as in Panlong
Villa.

However, it brought Omi an unspeakable sense of comfort and warmth.



Omi glanced at the phone.

“0:00, China Merchants Bank remits 7,5449,000 yuan.”

Then, he focused his attention on the sign-in system.

“Sign in!”

【Ding! The sign-in is successful. Congratulations, you have obtained 10% of the

shares of Netflix. 】

See here…

Omi couldn’t help but hooked the corner of his mouth.

To know…

Netflix is   a world-renowned film and television company with a market value
of nearly 2 trillion yuan.

In other words, today’s sign-in has directly gained 200 billion!

Of course, money is still a trifle.

The important thing is that this proves my good luck, here again!

In addition, after triggering the mission yesterday, Omi also deliberately
checked that “Squid Game” was filmed by Netflix.

I am about to host the “Squid Game” event, and some necessary authorizations
must be prepared in advance, otherwise, it may also cause some trouble.

And Omi hates trouble.

Yesterday, he was still trying to find the contact information of the other party.

Now it seems, maybe, no need.

“Jingle Bell!”

At this time, Omi’s cell phone rang a brisk ring.

He glanced at the call alert, it was an unfamiliar number abroad.

“Hello, is it Mr. Lin?” As soon as I connected the phone, a fluent English sounded
inside.



Omi said in Chinese, “It’s me.”

The voice on the phone stopped abruptly.

After a while, there was a sound full of magnetism.

“Hello Mr. Lin, I am the translator for Mr. Jielt, chairman of the Netflix Group. Mr.
Jie said, thank you for your trust in the Netflix Group. He bought the shares of
the group and became the second group of the group. Major shareholder!”

That voice full of magnetism, when it came to this, the voice couldn’t help
becoming more respectful.

The second largest shareholder of the Netflix Group, this is definitely a great
man!

“Mr. Jert said that if you are free, he will give you a detailed report on the future
work and financial information of the Netflix Group…”

Omi said directly: “There is no need to report, I believe that his ability can
continue to develop according to the original track, I only take share dividends.”

“Mr. Jielt said, thank you for your trust in him, he will live up to your trust in him,
and will definitely build Netflix into the world’s top audio-visual company…”

Omi said: “By the way, you tell Jert that I am going to hold an event about “Squid
Game” and ask him what kind of authorization documents he needs to prepare.”

“Mr. Jielt said, thank you for your love of “Squid Game”, Netflix will directly
authorize you publicly, and will strongly support your activities…”

Omi nodded in satisfaction and said, “Yes.”

…

In a blink of an eye, a week passed.

On this day, similar news appeared on all major communication platforms, such as
Weibo, Douyin, UB browser, and Penguin News.

“1 billion yuan, please come and play the squid game”!

“Shock: The top rich and young, spend 1 billion yuan to restore the squid game
scene”!

“Let’s play the squid game together, 1 billion yuan bonus”!

“Play games, bring 1 billion yuan home”!



“It’s a brother, let’s play the squid game”!

“One billion, one billion, a lifetime can never be spent!” Squid Game”!

…

With curiosity and excitement, countless people checked the news and joined the
comments.

[Ireland: Participating in the squid game, a prize of 1 billion yuan? seriously? 】

[Xiaoqiang: Do you have a big analysis? One billion! 】

[Fanxing: I guess it’s true. You haven’t seen it. This event is guaranteed by the Ali
Group, Penguin Group and Letter Jump Group. In addition, the Netflix Group also
helped him promote it! Explain that Netflix is   the producer of Squid Game! 】

[Hua Ge: A game of 1 billion yuan, shouldn’t this be the same as in the TV series,
need to kill, kill to the last one, right? 】

[Flowers in the wind: how is that possible? If this is the case, give Ahri, Penguin,
and the letter the courage to beat them, and dare not promote it. 】

[Love me, love you: it’s impossible to fight! No matter what, I’ll sign up and try,
what if I can get the bonus? That’s 1 billion! 】

[Farming: That’s right! Regards, register! 】

[Booming: Sign up! 】

…

As the news continues to publicize, the popularity continues to rise.

Someone smelled the breath of traffic and conducted interviews for this.

“Jiehao, have you ever heard of a squid game?” the sweet-looking host in a suit
asked with a smile.

The man sitting opposite said, “Of course! This is a very thrilling and exciting TV
series. It’s not a secret. To finish it, I deliberately skipped two days of work.”

When he said this, the man’s face still showed a touch of aftertaste.



“Really? Unexpectedly, Jiehao still has such a fascinating side of drama. UU
Reading Omi” the host was surprised.

The man said: “Actually, I wouldn’t be so fascinated by ordinary TV dramas. It is
so good to watch “Squid Game”! I can’t help but want to watch it all in one go!”

“Do you know? When I was looking at it, I even forgot to eat and drink.”

When the man said this, the whole person couldn’t help getting excited, as if he
had entered the plot of “Game of Squid”.

The host said: “I understand this feeling very well!”

After a pause, he said: “Speaking of the “Squid Game” TV series, I recently saw
the “Squid Game” 1 billion game event on the Internet. According to publicity,
this event has given out a total of 1 billion yuan as a bonus!”

The man said: “Yes, I also saw this event, and I have already signed up to
participate in the game…Maybe, the 1 billion yuan bonus, there is some
moisture, but I think it must be a very interesting game.”

The host said: “Oh my God! Even you participated? It seems that those who
signed up this time not only have the opportunity to get bonuses, but they can
also play games with their idol Jiehao!”

The man said: “I also hope to be able to play with everyone. However, the number
of applicants has exceeded one million, but only 500 people are selected to
participate, so I don’t know if I can choose in the end.”

When he said this, there was a touch of helplessness and expectation in his tone.

…

This interview has attracted the attention of many people.

As a result, some celebrities joined similar interviews.

Some celebrities posted articles and pictures on Weibo that they also liked
“Squid Game”.

Suddenly, “Squid Game”, which originally only affected some people, became
popular throughout the Internet.

(

Omi didn’t care at all about things on the Internet.



He directly handed over the specific activities of “Squid Game” to Wang Fengyi,
general manager of Emperor Hotel, and Li Wannian, chairman of Qingkun Group,
to plan.

Regarding Wang Fengyi’s ability, Omi was quite relieved.

Because he was solely responsible for Ling Rou’s last concert, which was
generally very successful.

And Li Wannian owns Qingkun Hotel, Qingkun Real Estate, Qingkun Supermarket
and so on in Qingshi.

Omi believed that there was absolutely no problem with the cooperation
between the two.

He doesn’t have to worry about it.

Eating and drinking, drinking tea, and strolling through familiar streets every day
is very leisurely.

Today, Omi got up very comfortably as usual.

He is comfortable…Many people are excited but intolerable.

in……

Including Lin Xiaoyao.

She was lying next to Omi’s window early in the morning.

“Brother, have you gotten up? We passed so late…Could the squid game activity
have already begun?”

Omi looked at her anxiously and couldn’t help but smile: “The event starts at 10
o’clock, and it’s still early. Besides, I am the boss, and the boss didn’t go. Who
dares to start the event?”

Lin Xiaoyao replied and said, “Brother, you really got a 1 billion bonus for hosting
this game?”

Speaking of this, I can’t help feeling a little distressed.

Although, when she went to Jiangbei last time, she had already been to Panlong
Villa and knew that Omi had a lot of money.

But, after all, this is a 1 billion bonus game event.

She couldn’t bear it.



Omi smiled and said, “Don’t worry, when I spent this money, I had already earned
it back.”

Omi absolutely didn’t talk nonsense about this sentence.

Because, through the publicity these days, the popularity of “Squid Game” has
reached an unprecedented height.

As a result, the share price of the squid game maker Netflix Group increased by
1%!

You know, the market value of Netflix Group is close to 2 trillion yuan!

One percentage point, that is 20 billion yuan!

And Omi owns 10% of Netflix’s shares, which means a direct appreciation of 2
billion!

In addition, the Penguin Group took advantage of the popularity of this squid
game to announce that it will develop a game, and it has also increased its stock
price by 1%.

The market value of Penguin Group is close to 5 trillion yuan!

1% is 50 billion!

And Omi owns 80% of Penguin Group’s shares!

That is, the assets have increased by 40 billion!

Of course, even without these value-added, Omi wouldn’t care about it.

After all, it is only 1 billion yuan.

Seeing that Lin Xiaoyao seemed to still feel distressed about the 1 billion
yuan, Omi said, “The final winner will receive at least 500 million yuan in
bonuses. Work hard to earn it back.”

Lin Xiaoyao nodded vigorously, and said, “Hmm! Brother, I worked hard with you,
and both of you earned 500 million, and I made it all back!”

There was an extra look of struggle on her face.

work together?

Obviously, Omi will also participate in the squid game activity.

Originally, he didn’t plan to participate.



However, Lin Xiaoyao couldn’t hold back, besides, he was really fine.

I was just playing games with my sister, so I finally agreed.

…………

After the two had breakfast, they sat on Cullinan and headed towards the
Qingshi Stadium.

Today’s roads are extremely congested, and when I look up to the distance, they
are densely packed with vehicles.

Some people have been blocking it for a long time, so they started the clever way
of intersecting needles.

However, sometimes this kind of cleverness makes oneself more immobile.

Some people were bored and started talking and complaining.

“Why is it so blocked today?”

“Don’t you know? Today, we are hosting a 1 billion yuan bonus event in our
Qingshi Gymnasium. Many outsiders came over here deliberately.”

“One billion yuan activity? Really? What kind of activity is it?”

“Squid game, this is an activity imitated in a TV series! On TV, you can get money
when you pass through the barriers, and finally, you can get a lot of money! I
don’t know what this activity is like. As for the true and false, many people on the
Internet say it is true anyway. .”

“No wonder it attracts so many people.”

“is not that right?”

…………

Although these chatting sounds are not too loud, they are even separated from
the car glass.

However, all of them could not escape Omi’s ears.

After all, he had already drunk the hearing enhancement potion.

Lin Xiaoyao, who was sitting in Cullinan Lane, couldn’t help being a little worried:
“Brother, will we not be able to catch up?”

“drop!”



“drop!”

“drop!”

Omi didn’t answer, the car behind honked its horn several times.

The owner of the Honda car next to him stretched his head out and yelled: “Press
what? Is it blocked if you don’t see it? Can you still fly over?”

Fly over?

Omi’s expression moved slightly and said to Lin Xiaoyao: “Don’t worry, we will
definitely be able to go to the gym before 10 o’clock.”

Then he picked up the phone and dialed out.

“Wow!”

After a while, there was a roar above his head.

Many people raised their heads curiously.

Soon, someone exclaimed: “It’s a private jet!”

“Oh my God!”

“What a cool plane!”

“Our Qingshi still has a private jet…”

Amid the shouts of everyone, the luxury private jet kept lowering its altitude and
lowered a rope ladder.

A young man walked down the rope ladder ~~ to the side of Cullinan, and
respectfully said: “Hello, Mr. Lin.”

Omi nodded and said, “I will leave the car to you.”

“Mr. Lin, please rest assured.” The young man said.

Lin Xiaoyao, who was standing next to him, said dumbly: “Brother, this plane…”

“Didn’t I just say that I want to arrive before 10 o’clock? Let’s go.” Omi said.

After speaking, he led Lin Xiaoyao to face the rope ladder and crawled upwards
as countless traffic jam people looked up.



Lin Xiaoyao didn’t seem to come back to her senses until after entering the
private jet.

She looked down through the window of the private jet, her heart beating wildly,
her face flushed with excitement, and she shouted excitedly: “Brother, I love
you!”

After speaking, she threw herself into Omi’s arms.

Omi corrected: “We are brothers and sisters!”

…………

“Boom!”

After a burst of rumbling from the luxury private jet, an extremely huge red hot
air balloon appeared in the field of vision, looking very festive.

Here…it is the Qingshi Stadium!

At this time, many people have come around the gymnasium. Looking from the
top down, they are densely packed with black and crushed heads. It is a different
scene.

Some people carrying cameras kept squeezing inward, trying to take pictures of
the scene.

Some people who have been qualified to participate in the event line up with a
QR code and keep moving forward.

Lin Xiaoyao lay down in front of the window and said excitedly: “Many people!”

“Wow!”

After a roar of the luxury private jet, it finally landed in the stadium.

Soon, a staff member came over.

Omi said: “Go, let’s play the game.”

Lin Xiaoyao nodded vigorously and said, “Hmm!”

(

Amidst the discussion and noise, 500 selected game participants put on green
sportswear and came to the wide stadium.



They looked at the flaunting lights around the stadium, and they couldn’t help
but make a noise.

“The clothes are exactly the same as in the TV series!”

“However, why didn’t you see that big wooden man?”

“What’s that hot air balloon overhead? It’s so big!”

“I don’t know if there will be those law enforcement officers with guns.”

“You said, is the 1 billion bonus really real?”

“It’s probably a gimmick.”

“But, it’s already very good.”

…

Everyone kept talking, their faces were full of smiles.

Obviously, they are all lovers of “Game of Squid”.

“Ding!”

At this time, a loud voice rang out in the stadium’s broadcast.

“Welcome to Squid Game!”

As soon as the sound fell, the red cloth on the huge hot air balloon was slowly
lifted.

The next moment, a transparent glass cover appeared in everyone’s field of
vision.

And inside the glass cover is a mountain of hundred yuan bills.

“Wow!”

Everyone who participated in the game, reporters and spectators surrounding
the stadium, exclaimed.

“Oh my God!”

“A lot of money!”

“How much does it cost?”



“Could it be that the person who wins in the end, as the news said, can earn at
least 500 million yuan?”

“Couldn’t it be the 500 million above, right?”

Everyone was so excited that they couldn’t be on their own.

Originally, the vast majority of people felt that the news and publicity of the 1
billion bonus was just a gimmick.

Now that they see so much cash, they understand that maybe…that’s all true!

As a result, those who were not selected came to the staff outside the stadium
and shouted.

“Hello, can I still register now?”

“Can I still participate in the squid game activity?”

“Can I sign up, please?”

…

Even if there is still a chance, they still want to try.

After all, this is an event with a total of 1 billion prizes.

In case of victory, at least 500 million can be divided!

500 million!

Can completely change a person’s life!

However, they do not have this slight opportunity.

Looking at the money in the hot air balloon, the staff felt that their throat was
dry.

They swallowed before saying, “Sorry, it’s already past the game registration
time.”

…

Originally, the extremely excited participants became even more excited after
seeing the money in the hot air balloon.

They kept screaming, clenching their fists, and taking this game more seriously.



Lin Xiaoyao in the crowd, after looking at the pile of money above her head, said
in a daze, “Brother.”

“What’s the matter?” Omi asked.

“Can we cancel the game? A lot of money!” Lin Xiaoyao said. As she spoke, tears
seemed to flash in her eyes.

Although, she already knew about the 1 billion bonus in advance.

However, one billion is only a number.

Put it in front of you, that’s money!

An extremely shocking pile of money!

If there is no game event, then the money belongs to Omi.

Omi is his brother, isn’t his brother’s money just for his sister?

Originally, all the money was for myself!

Therefore, Lin Xiaoyao regretted it.

Omi looked at Lin Xiaoyao’s pitiful appearance, couldn’t help but smiled and
touched her head, and said, “Go on playing games and earn money back.”

Lin Xiaoyao nodded vigorously as if he had been beaten with blood, “Hmm!”

…

At this time, there was a loud voice again on the broadcast.

“Everyone should have seen it. There is 500 million yuan in cash above your head!
It is also the guaranteed bonus for the winner of the squid game in this event!”

“Wow!”

As soon as this remark came out, the scene became more noisy.

They had previously guessed this result.

However, after being truly confirmed, it is still difficult to calm down and
extremely excited.

About this…

The voice on the radio did not pay too much attention to it.



Continued: “Now introduce the rules of the first game.”

In an instant, the whole scene was quiet.

The game participants on the stadium all pricked their ears for fear of hearing a
word.

After all, this is an important game that involves the ability to win 500 million
prizes!

In fact, not only did the game participants calm down, but the reporters and
spectators standing around the stadium also stopped talking.

Reporters, needless to say.

This is an absolute hot spot.

The audience is looking forward to it, looking forward to similar activities next
time.

In that case, he might still have a chance to win 500 million in bonuses.
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“The rule of the game in the first game is called 123 Wooden Man. When the
puppet man turns his body, the participant cannot shake his body, otherwise, he
will be out!”

“And anyone who successfully arrives at the destination from the starting
position within the specified time is deemed to have cleared the customs! Those
who pass the customs will receive a reward of 200,000 yuan, and those who fail
will receive a reward of 100,000 yuan!”

“Wow!”

The whole scene is boiling again.

If you fail, you can also get a reward of 100,000 yuan!

In other words, anyone who participates in the game can get at least 100,000
yuan!

For some people, 100,000 yuan is nothing at all, perhaps just the money for a
bottle of wine.



However, for many of these people who participate in the game, that is a year’s
salary!

And if you pass the first level, UU reading Omi can get more than 200,000 yuan!

This is money that can only be earned after two years of hard work!

Before, many people saw the 500 million cash on top of their heads. Although
they were excited, they still felt that it should be just a gimmick, and they should
not get any money at all.

At this time, they completely forgot this idea.

This is a game where you can get a lot of bonuses!

Therefore, the people who participated in the squid game played the game with a
more serious and excited mood.

Outside the gymnasium, those who did not participate were full of envy.

“laugh!”

At this time, the front curtain of the stadium fell, and a tall and lovely puppet
appeared in front of it.

At the same time, two horizontal lines appeared on the stadium.

One is in front of the puppets, and one is in front of the participants.

“The game lasts 3 minutes!”

When the voice fell, a large group of people wearing red jumpsuits, masks and
holding long guns walked out from the back of the stage.

They stared at the front, invisibly, giving people a sense of oppression.

Someone whispered: “These people…could they be real guns?”

“No… I don’t know.”

“Should it be impossible?”

…

When signing up, they absolutely did not believe that they would use guns.

But now there are some murmurs again.
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Because the other party prepared too many bonuses!

“Countdown, start!”

The voice on the radio became louder and louder.

10!

9!

8!

…

Everyone stared at the beating numbers on the stage display without blinking.
With these beating numbers, their heartbeats began to accelerate!

(

3!

2!

1!

As time went to zero, there was a burst of very lively music on the radio.

“1, 2, 3…Wooden people…”

All the contestants, without any hesitation, ran forward quickly.

As long as you run to the finish line, you can get 200,000!

I have to say that 500 people in uniform, running together, the scene is really
good.

At this time, the music on the radio suddenly speeded up.

“1, 2, 3, wooden people!”

The next moment, the puppet man, who had his back to the crowd, suddenly
turned his head.

Some people think that the first level is very simple when watching the TV series
“Game of Squid”.

As long as you don’t move your body before the puppet turns around, you can
easily pass the level.



actually not…

As now.

When the puppets turn around, most people can indeed stabilize their bodies.

However, there are still a small group of people either because of excitement, or
because of physique, or because of inertia… unable to control their bodies, they
shook their bodies, and even fell to the ground.

Once they shake and fall to the ground, people around will suffer.

One affects two, two affects four…

Under the puppeteer’s gaze, dozens of people shook.

“Da da da!”

Standing in the distance, the men wearing red clothes and masks raised their
spears at these people one after another.

Suddenly, a group of red paint appeared on the bodies of these contestants.

Out!

Looking at the red paint on their bodies, they couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of
relief.

Fortunately, it is not a real gun.

But then, they sighed again.

I can’t get 500 million bonuses.

The game continues!

The puppet turned around and continued to face everyone.

“1, 2, 3…Wooden people…”

“1, 2, 3…wooden people!”

The puppet turned around again.

If there are too many people, chaos is easy.

This time, dozens of people shook their bodies.



Lin Xiaoyao was careless and almost fell to the ground.

Omi reacted very quickly, and possessed extremely powerful power, and caught
Lin Xiaoyao, which made her escape.

She escaped, and the dozens of people were not so lucky.

“Da da da!”

The people in the red masks did not hesitate to shoot at them, causing them to
have a touch of red paint on their green clothes.

Out!

The game continues.

Although, the rules of the game are very simple.

The music is lively and nice.

However, with the blessing of running, guns, bonuses, etc., it brought great
excitement.

Finally, the first group of people arrived at their destination.

They all screamed in excitement as if they had survived a catastrophe.

Soon, the second group of people also arrived at their destination.

…

Those who pass are naturally happy.

Those who did not pass were a little anxious.

In particular, there are many people who are single-minded to seek stability, so
the strides are small.

They are still far from the end.

However, most of the time has passed.

This can’t help making them anxious.

The more anxious, the more wrong!

“1, 2, 3, wooden people…”



This time, when the puppet turned around, dozens of people moved their bodies.

“Da da da!”

The game continues.

Time… keeps going.

When there were 30 seconds left in the game, the remaining participants
panicked.

Lin Xiaoyao said anxiously: “Brother, what should we do now?”

After all, she still wanted to win the final victory with Omi.

As a result, the first game will be eliminated?

That’s too no game experience!

This 1 billion is my own money!

Omi said: “We will clear the customs!”

At this time, the puppet man turned around again.

“1, 2, 3…Wooden people…”

Omi directly hugged Lin Xiaoyao, rushed forward, and reached the end in one fell
swoop before the puppet man turned around.

The other participants seemed to have been infected by Omi’s actions…one
after another stepped forward, seizing the time to rush forward.

This game turned into a 100-meter sprint.

However, some people are fast and can succeed.

Some people are doomed to fail.

At this moment, the puppet suddenly turned around.

Those who are still running, the whole heart is directly cold.

“Da da da!”

Immediately afterwards, there was a frantic burst of fire from people in red
masks.



The first game is officially over!

Those who passed the first level all screamed in excitement, with smiles all over
their faces, as if they were immortal.

“Passed!”

“Very good!”

And Lin Xiaoyao rushed into Omi’s arms in one fell swoop, and exclaimed
excitedly: “Brother, we passed the first level! Fortunately, we have you!”

…

The first game was all seen in the eyes of the spectators outside the stadium, and
they made a lot of comments.

“This game is really fun!”

“This is called 100% reduction.”

“The last person, as if holding a woman, rushed over directly. That speed is too
fast, right?”

“Yes!”

…

When everyone was discussing, the people who failed in the first game walked
out with their heads down.

When they came to the door, many spectators rushed over.

“How? Is the game fun?”

“Isn’t that even if you fail, you will be given 100,000 yuan?”

“Did you give money?”

A loser seemed to have thought about this, he was just about to ask the staff.

“Ding Dong!”

At this time, UU read Omi and the phone in his pocket suddenly shook slightly.

“Construction Bank, remit 100,000 yuan.”

“It’s… 100,000 yuan has been paid…” he murmured.



In fact, it wasn’t just his phone that vibrated.

All the losers and the mobile phones of the passers shook at the same time.

“China Merchants Bank, remit 200,000 yuan.”

“Bank every day, remit 100,000 yuan.”

next moment…

Everyone shouted in excitement.

“It’s here!”

“The bonus has arrived!”

Really give money!

The audience outside heard what they heard, and cast envious glances at the
participants.

Those who were the losers cast envious glances at the passers.

However, after they saw the SMS reminder on their mobile phones, there was a
touch of joy that could not be concealed on their faces.

It’s not bad to play games for a few minutes and earn 100,000 yuan!

…

On the stadium.

The people who passed the first level, holding their mobile phones, looked at the
text message reminder on it, their entire faces almost bloomed without a smile.

“drop!”

At this time, there was another loud voice on the radio.

“The number of people who passed the first game is 349. Congratulations!”

“Next, introduce the second game!”

Suddenly, the whole scene fell silent again.

Everyone stopped looking at their phones, stopped everything, and all pricked
their ears.



In the first pass, he won 200,000 yuan.

What if it passes the second game? How much can I get?

What if you become the ultimate winner? That is the guaranteed 500 million
bonus!

Everyone just thought about it, and their heartbeat accelerated again, and they
listened more carefully to the voice on the radio.

(

PS: For some reasons, the name of the game was renamed “Tentacle World”.

In the expectation of everyone, a loud voice finally rang out on the broadcast.

“The second game is stacking stars!”

After this sentence fell, many people were stunned.

Stack the stars?

According to the TV series, shouldn’t it be sugar pie?

Why has it become a stack of stars?

How did they know that this was changed by Omi deliberately.

Without it.

According to the TV series, when you get a complex candy cake, you need to lick
it with your tongue.

However, Omi didn’t want to make this kind of action.

The voice on the radio did not pay attention to everyone’s doubts, and continued:
“Within 5 minutes, you can pass the level by stacking stars. For each star stacked,
you can get a reward of 200,000 yuan, and the loser can get 100,000. Yuan
rewards.”

As soon as this statement was made, the enthusiasm of the whole scene was
instantly ignited.

Everyone completely forgot about the second level, which is not sugar cake.

One star, 200,000 yuan!

This is simply…it is a good opportunity to get rich!



Especially Lin Xiaoyao exclaimed with excitement, “Brother, that’s great, it’s a
stack of stars!”

Because, when she is fine at home, she likes to stack stars and play very well.

Omi nodded with a smile.

…

The eyes of the spectators outside the stadium were a little red.

This is Chi Guoguo’s jealousy.

“Oh my God! It turns out to be a stack of stars! I can stack one in two minutes, 5
minutes… Then I can make at least 400,000 yuan?!”

“I used to study, and every day I was bored just to stack stars!”

“Why am I not selected to participate in the game?”

“I regret not signing up!”

…

Amidst the excitement and discussion, people in red masks held colored plastics
and handed them to the participants.

The voice on the radio spoke again: “The second game stacks stars, countdown,
start!”

10!

9!

8!

…

The numbers on the stage display kept beating.

2!

1!

“Ding!”

After a soft sound, those who would fold the stars very early, all rushed to fold.



Someone once said that time is money.

At this time, they have a deep understanding.

Those who don’t know how to stack stars stand by and learn secretly.

Those who can, naturally, have nothing to say, they can easily stack successfully.

However, people who don’t know how to look simple, but it’s not that easy to
stack them up.

Among them, Omi is naturally not included.

Omi hadn’t stacked stars, he just watched Lin Xiaoyao quietly, whose fingers
were shaking fast, and in just one minute, a star was stacked.

She muttered: “200,000!”

Then, he hurried to stack the second star.

See here…

Omi couldn’t help but shook his head with a smile.

He has never stacked stars, but Lin Xiaoyao’s steps for stacking stars have all
been kept in mind by scanning with her own skills.

Using the reaction power far beyond ordinary people, the speed of stacking stars
even surpassed that of the skilled Lin Xiaoyao.

Omi’s first star took only about 40 seconds.

The second star is shortened to about 30 seconds!

Some people will learn as soon as they learn, but some will give up as soon as
they learn.

It seemed that the steps were the same, but in the end, they found that the
stacked stars were knotted.

As a result, they had to refold it again.

One error, two errors.

5 minutes, and then passed away.

“Time is up, stop!”



During the broadcast, there was a loud voice.

Some people didn’t stop, they were still stacking stars quickly.

“Da da da!”

The people in red masks directly raised their spears.

Suddenly, there was a touch of red paint on the green clothes of the participants
who did not have the stars folded.

Out!

This is out, there are nearly a hundred people!

The loser’s face is full of sadness.

Those who pass, the face is full of joy.

Immediately after…

The phones in everyone’s pockets shook slightly.

“Construction Bank remitted 200,000 yuan.”

“China Merchants Bank remitted 400,000 yuan.”

“China Merchants Bank remitted 100,000 yuan.”

…

Everyone immediately filled with smiles after seeing the text message.

After the loser exited, the radio rang out again.

“The number of people who cleared the second game, 268.”

“Next, introduce the third game!”

Suddenly, everyone was energetic again.

For two consecutive games, the participants at the scene received at least
400,000 yuan.

This made them realize the authenticity of the game.



No one would dislike too much money, especially… there are still 500 million
cash hanging over their heads!

“The third game is a tug of war game!”

“The closest two people form a tug-of-war team, and then they are randomly
assigned to the game. The winner of a game is to pass the customs, and each will
get a bonus of 500,000 yuan! The loser will each get 200,000 yuan.”

Everyone heard that, the heart beat frantically.

That is to say, I can get at least 200,000 yuan next!

Once you win, it is 500,000 yuan!

Everyone hurriedly looked at the person standing next to them.

When they see strong men and thin women…they show expressions of joy or
frustration.

People with red masks did not pay attention to so many. Holding the blue and
red number plates, UU Reading Omi handed them to everyone.

Lin Xiaoyao was anxious: “Brother, can we pass this level?”

After all, she was just a senior in high school, and she didn’t have much strength
at all.

And she knows that Omi has solved many mathematical problems, invented
many amazing things, and even won the Nobel Prize… is a very amazing scholar
and professor!

However, the more so, it means that Omi has no time to exercise at all, and
probably won’t have much strength.

Omi couldn’t hear the meaning of her words, smiled and touched her head, and
said, “Don’t worry, you can pass.”

To know…

He has drunk the physique enhancement potion several times, and his current
strength is not an exaggeration.

Let alone a tug of war with two people.

Even if the opponent is 20 people, he can easily win.

Lin Xiaoyao said that he was still a little worried, but it disappeared immediately,
and instead, he was full of confidence.



In her heart, as long as Omi said yes, it would definitely do!

On the radio, the voice rang again.

“Participants in the tug-of-war, according to the same number of blue and red
number plates, the two teams compete.”

Lin Xiaoyao and Omi’s blue number 33.

After a while, a round-faced man and a tall and thin man walked over with the red
number 33.

The number plate is the same, but the color is different!

They are the tug-of-war rivals of Omi and Lin Xiaoyao.

Round-faced men and tall and thin men also discovered this.

They laughed.

“We seem to be lucky.”

“Yes.”

When they said this, there was a faint light flashing in their eyes.

It looks like you have already seen the victory of the third tug-of-war match and
successfully won 500,000 yuan!

(

No wonder…men with round faces and tall and thin men have such thoughts.

Omi looked more normal, but Lin Xiaoyao was too weak.

Own advantage is too great!

…………

After hearing the rules and bonuses of the tug-of-war, the spectators outside the
stadium made a sound of discussion again.

“As long as the tug-of-war is won, you can get 500,000 yuan, my God! Why didn’t I
get selected?”

“500,000!”

“If I am selected, I will definitely earn 500,000 yuan immediately…”



…………

In the crowd’s discussion.

The stadium broadcast once again rang loudly.

“Please come forward from the first team to the tenth team tug-of-war
competition!”

As a result, the people holding the red and blue No. 1, No. 2… No. 10 plates one
after another went to the already marked area.

Picking up the rope in pairs, his eyes were firm.

win!

Must win!

“Tug of war, start!”

The girl who has always been soft, and the old man in the bus who might fall
down at any time…

At this moment, it seemed that they all possessed infinite power. They held the
rope in their hands and kept pulling into their arms.

With unremitting efforts, finally, someone won.

They shouted excitedly.

Someone wins, some loses.

The person who failed, red paint immediately appeared on his body, and he was
out!

The 20 teams competed together and soon arrived Omi and Lin Xiaoyao.

Standing on the playing field, Lin Xiaoyao firmly grasped the rope, and a layer of
sweat leaked out of her palms.

Omi looked at her nervous look and couldn’t help but smile: “Relax, we will win
soon.”

At this time, the voice on the radio sounded again.

“Tug of war, start!”



As soon as the voice fell, Omi and Lin Xiaoyao’s opponents, no matter whether
they were ready or not, did not hesitate to pull the rope with all their strength.

However, they were surprised to find that the other side didn’t move at all.

To know……

At this time, Omi, standing in front, only used one hand to pull the rope.

What is going on here?

Even when Omi was holding the rope with one hand, he looked back at Lin
Xiaoyao, who was gritting her teeth, frantically.

See here…

Omi gently tugged with his right hand.

“Wow!”

next moment……

The round-faced man and the tall and thin man seemed to be dragged by a train,
without any resistance at all, and flew forward directly.

competition is over!

“Da da!”

The man in the red mask standing nearby raised his spear directly at them.

Lin Xiaoyao was a little dazed at first, and soon reacted.

She threw directly into Omi’s arms and exclaimed excitedly: “Brother, we won!”

Omi nodded and said, “Yes.”

The time spent in tug-of-war matches is relatively long.

When it was over, the whole scene was obviously empty.

“The number of people who cleared the third game, 134.”

“The fourth game is also the last game of this game, Tentacle!”

Everyone talked and heard, and their figures were all stern.



It’s the last game, which means that he is only one step away from the 500 million
bonus.

“Boom boom boom!”

At this moment, everyone’s hearts were like beating a drum, and they jumped
frantically.

“Randomly every 13 or 14 people form a group…10 groups in total, with a stool
in the middle of each group.”

“After the 123 wooden people have finished speaking, each group must sit on the
stool within 1 second of the first person sitting on the stool, otherwise, it will be
regarded as a failure. Note that the first person is also a failure.”

“The loser gets a bonus of 300,000 yuan.”

“Every successful person will get a bonus of 500,000 yuan.”

“Until the final winner is decided!”

This time, the voice on the radio was obviously more than what was said in
previous rounds.

The speed of everyone’s heartbeat is constantly accelerating and accelerating
with every word he says!

The speed and efficiency of the people in the red masks was very high. After a
while, 10 ordinary stools appeared in the field.

At the same time, he took out the opaque lottery box.

According to the lottery, Omi was placed in the No. 2 team and Lin Xiaoyao was
placed in the No. 5 team.

Without Omi’s company, Lin Xiaoyao seemed a little embarrassed.

Omi was extremely indifferent.

“The fourth game, countdown, start!”

10!

9!

…………



As the countdown sounded, the participants, all of them lost all thoughts in their
hearts, and focused their eyes on the stool in the middle.

They only have one idea, they must sit on a stool the first time!

3!

2!

1!

Suddenly, the original, lively music reappeared on the scene.

“1, 2, 3, wooden people.”

“Wow!”

In an instant, everyone seemed to be a hungry wolf in the cold wind, rushing on
the stool.

The stools of each group were quickly filled with people.

Omi is one of the two sets of stools, and his figure is very stable.

Lin Xiaoyao also sat on the stools of the 5th group, but her figure was a little
shaky.

“Da da da!”

Those who overtime, or who couldn’t sit on the stool at all, ushered in a burst of
paint gun fire.

Out!

This time, almost half of them were directly out of the game~~ So, groups 1, 2, 3,
4…have merged to become 5 groups.

Omi glanced at Lin Xiaoyao, who was extremely focused and serious, and wanted
to laugh for a while.

“1, 2, 3…wood… head man!”

This time, the voice was obviously prolonged, and someone was anxious to get on
the seat first, while others were a little behind, resulting in not being able to sit
on the stool at all.

Omi was one of the people who could not sit on the stool.



However, Omi was obviously not reacting, and the speed was too slow.

After all, no one in this world surpasses him in terms of speed and response.

If Omi wanted to, he could easily win the final victory.

However, it is not necessary.

The bonus is only a few hundred million yuan.

The reason why Omi participated in the game was to play with Lin Xiaoyao.

Now, having played with her for so long is enough.

“Da da da!”

The men in the red masks picked up their spears and shot out a burst of paint.

Out!

Lin Xiaoyao, who was sitting tightly on the stool, quickly noticed the situation
on Omi’s side.

“Brother, you can rest assured, I will take your share of effort to continue the
game, and then win the final victory!”

Omi looked at her with an impassioned appearance, as if he was about to do
something terribly important, he couldn’t help showing a weird smile, and said,
“Okay, work hard.”

After a pause, he said: “But, what makes me feel relieved to go?”

Lin Xiaoyao didn’t care about the words behind, her eyes fell on the stool again,
and she said seriously: “Okay!”

At this time, there was only the game left in her heart, only the stool.

(

“1, 2, 3…wooden people!”

As soon as the voice fell, everyone rushed towards the stool.

Lin Xiaoyao sat down almost immediately, relying on her petite figure.

Some larger people are not so lucky.

This time, nearly half of them were eliminated.



I have to say that Lin Xiaoyao is really serious about the game.

Every time, I tried my best, sprinting at the fastest speed.

After a few rounds, she has never been eliminated.

At this moment, only Lin Xiaoyao and a man with a height of about 1.75 meters
were left in the huge scene.

They let the sweat run down their foreheads, but their eyes were staring at the
stool unblinkingly.

The air… seems to have become heavier.

The final victory is between the two!

The spectators standing outside the stadium also became tense and made a lot of
comments.

“You said, who will win?”

“Of course it is the man! Men’s speed, reflexes, and endurance are all better than
women. Moreover, that woman looks so young, maybe she’s still in high school,
so she can’t compare to men.”

“That’s not necessarily true. I saw that girl just now and she was very fast.”

“As long as you win, you can get a bonus of at least 500 million yuan!”

“500 million? I think you can get at least 600 million!”

When everyone said this, they couldn’t help but looked at the stadium more
intently.

…………

“Boom boom boom!”

Lin Xiaoyao and the man on the stadium, their hearts beating wildly like a drum.

“1, 2, 3, wooden people!”

“Huh!”

At almost the same time, Lin Xiaoyao and the man sat on a stool together.

Evenly matched!



The two slowly stood up and looked at the stool again.

The game, start again!

“1, 2, 3, wooden people!”

This time…

Perhaps it was because of the excitement that the man accidentally stumbled on
his leg.

Lin Xiaoyao seized the opportunity and sat down in one fell swoop.

Decide the winner!

“Yeah!”

Lin Xiaoyao yelled happily.

In fact, not only Lin Xiaoyao was extremely excited, but the audience outside
were also extremely excited.

“Won!”

“I said girls can win!”

“so amazing!”

“This is the most expensive trip in the world, right?”

…………

At this time, there was a loud voice on the radio.

“Congratulations to this lady for her final victory, with a prize of 798,500,000
yuan!”

As soon as this remark came out, the whole stadium boiled completely.

Lin Xiaoyao jumped up excitedly.

The face of the man lying on the ground was full of regret.

Almost, I am almost…you can get close to 800 million yuan!

After receiving such a high bonus, according to the process, Lin Xiaoyao may face
interviews with reporters. The squeeze of many people is very troublesome…



However, at this moment, a luxury private jet flew over from a distance, loaded
Lin Xiaoyao and Omi, and galloped away under the gaze of everyone on the
scene.

On the plane, Lin Xiaoyao was still very excited.

“Brother, I won! I made 800 million yuan!”

When she said this, she couldn’t help but danced.

Omi looked at her happy, with a smile on her face, and said, “Yes.”

Then Lin Xiaoyao plunged into Omi’s arms and said, “Brother, thank you!”
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